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Sister Adriana Asks that we keep her in continual prayer. Sister Adriana commutes a 

far drive to work and finds herself on the road a lot because of it. 

The risk of her getting into car accidents is high and has increased. 

Stuck in traffic, a semi casually rolled back onto her car. Her car still 

works and the damage is small. It was a possible hit and run incident. 

Due to a high demand at work, she doesn’t know when she will be 

able to have time to put in a police report. But the incident has 

opened her eyes to the various issues she faces because of driving so 

often. Please pray the Lord would bless Sister Adriana with traveling 

mercies and that He would protect her from all recklessness on the 

road. Pray that the Lord will help her to sort her car situation out 

and that the damage would be fixed. Thank you. 

 

12/17/2020 

Sister Elaine 

 

Asks that we keep our Fijian brothers and sisters in prayer. They are 

facing a Cyclone—Category 5 on a hurricane scale. Please keep them 

all in prayer. Thank you. 

  

12/17/2020 

Sister Victoria Asks for prayer for a very dear friend of hers.  Sister Victoria’s friend 

has been having very aggressive migraines multiple times this week. 

So far she has experienced 3 major ones that have come back to 

back, one on the right, another on the left. The pain has been so 

severe that it made her feel as though she would die. And at this 

current moment, she has one that is affecting her ability to function 

through her daily tasks. She knows she needs medical attention, but 

where she lives there is a shortage of doctors and the weather is 

poor and unsafe to drive in. She eventually will, but in the mean 

time, please keep her in prayer. Thank you. 

  

12/17/2020 

Select Members of 

Sac Fellowship 

Asks that we remember each other in prayer, specifically that we be 

united in our message and methodology. Pray that we set aside our 

differences and truly seek and come to understand the message of 

equality and be fit to teach. Thank you. 

 

12/17/2020 

Select Members of 

Sac Fellowship 

Asks that we keep all individuals in the Movement in prayer. That 

they would use the best of their time to study and understand the 

message we are to give. The salvation of others depends on our 

effort to learn and teach present truth. May the Lord bless us all with 

better time management skills in however that looks for each 

individual’s situation. Thank you. 

12/17/2020 
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Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

Asks that we remember our family and friends in prayer. And to 

continue to keep the members and leaders of the Movement in 

prayer. Thank you. 

 

12/17/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

A year ago Elder Parminder was warned by FFA that the leaders of 

the Movement would be cursed for rejecting their message on Islam 

(their July 18
th
 Nashville prophecy) and declaring to the followers to 

decide who has the true message on Islam. Is Islam rising or coming 

down this year? FFA believes Islam is rising up. The Movement 

believes Islam will be restrained. The Movement believes this because 

Islam is tied to Russia. Islam becomes restrained as Russia loses its 

influence. So, Elder Parminder is asking us to pray—next hours, days, 

and weeks for God to give us an increase of knowledge on Islam. 

July 18, 2020 is not that far away. Elder Parminder says, “If we don’t 

pray, don’t confess our sins, what hope will we have in the Lord 

giving us increased light on Islam.” Let us pray fervently and 

incessantly. Thank you.   

 

12/17/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

Asks that we keep in prayer all affected by the coronavirus pandemic 

outbreak. It is still spreading, though in some places the severity has 

lessened a little, but is still at risk for a sudden spike in cases (and 

possible 2
nd

 wave). As people continue to adjust to the new normal, 

please pray for protection for those unknowingly exposed and for 

those who are stuck in places where the virus is hit very strong. 

Thank you.  

 

12/17/2020 

   

   

   

   

   


